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Part A  

Complete the sentences with can and can’t.(5marks) 

1.She is not able to dance so she ……..dance but she ……..play 

guitar. 

2.My father is a professional swimmer, he …….swim in the sea. 

3.Jason always goes for skiing. He ………. ski . 

4.I love playing chess .chess is too hard I …….play at all. 

Part B 

Choose the correct words. (5 marks) 

1. My father’s brother is my cousin/uncle. 

2. My uncle’s child is my cousin/nephew. 

3. My mother’s mother is my aunt/grandmother. 

4. My father’s sister is my niece / aunt. 

5. My father’s mother is my mother/grandmother. 

Part C 
Write the correct school subject in each part. (4 marks) 

  
 

1. I learn the different parts of the earth. 

 _______________________________________ 

2. we learn about a new language. 

 _______________________________________ 

3. I learn to use the computer. 

 _______________________________________ 

4.I study the mountains ,rivers … 
 _______________________________________ 
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Part D 

Complete the sentences and questions using the correct form of have got or has got  

Haven’t got   , hasn’t got. (4 marks) 

  

1. My father Smith________________ brown hair. () 

2. My friend Nancy______________________ (you) pets () 

3. My teacher ________________ a car. () 

4. We ________________ five nephews! () 

Part E 

Complete the sentences with correct verb of be (am ,is,are). (5 marks) 

1.My friends travels to USA every year, but this year 

they………….in France. 

2.Sally ……..an engineer. she likes to stay at home .she ……busy. 

3.he……..never angry ,he ……kind and caring. 

 

Part F 

Complete the sentences with correct possessive adjectives (her,his,my..). 

(5marks) 

1. Tim has an old car. That Cadillac is ……car. 

2. Martin is on a trip, This is ……….backpack.  
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3.Mrs Jackson s got a big villa  .This is …..villa ,we live here for 

many years. 

4. You aren’t in china and this is not…….passport. 

5. I’m in class A. This is not ……class . 

 

Part G 

Complete the sentences. Add an apostrophe ( ’) or ’s. (5 marks) 

1. These are _______________. (the teachers/ chairs) 

 2. This is _______________. (Tina / ruler)  

3. These are _______________. (the boys / pens) 

 4. This is _______________. (Betty/ book)  

5. This is _______________. (the uncle / bag) 

Part H 

Write five sentences related to the activities you spend time like stay in a bed or  

spend time on studying, watching tv …) (7 marks) 
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